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Executive Summary


SA GDP now looks set to grow by around 2% q-o-q on a seasonally adjusted annualised basis in the second quarter.
As a result, we have revised our GDP forecasts up slightly, with the economy forecast to be flat in 2016 as a whole,
marginally better than -0.1% predicted last month. We are less bearish than consensus on the current account, and
expect the deficit to narrow to around 3.6% of GDP in 2016 as a whole, down from 4.3% in 2015.



Consumer inflation drifted higher in June, rising to 6.3% y-o-y. We expect inflation to peak at around 6.8% at the
end of the year and then ease off a higher base, dipping below the Reserve Bank’s upper 6% inflation target around
June next year. The SARB decided unanimously to leave its repo rate unchanged at 7% in July, but maintains that the
risks to the inflation outlook remain to the upside and that global risk appetites could reverse quickly given the
current uncertain global environment. This echoes our own view. We remain wary of the threat of further
downgrades to the country’s sovereign risk ratings. For now, we still believe that one or two hikes of 25 basis points
each in late 2016 or early in 2017 are possible, for a peak in repo of between 7.25% and 7.50%.



Despite the absence of any positive structural changes in the local context, the risk-on has supported the 5-year
CDS. At current levels, our view is that the CDS are not adequately pricing in the socio-economic and geo-political
risks inherent in South Africa. We would view a CDS spread on SA of around 320bps as more reflective of both the
inherent credit as well as socio-political risks which remain on the agenda. Large foreign holdings of domestic debt
introduce an additional layer of vulnerability in the event of a reversal in global risk appetites.



The International Monetary Fund (IMF) revised its global growth forecast marginally down in July, this on account of
the probable negative impact of Brexit on confidence, trade, investment and economic growth in both the UK and
the Eurozone. The Fund expects the world economy to grow by a slightly softer 3.1% and 3.4% in 2016 and 2017
respectively, compared with April’s projected growth rates of 3.2% and 3.5% respectively.



Global monetary policies remain accommodative. The FOMC left the Fed funds rate unchanged at 0.25% but was
more upbeat about US growth prospects. The Bank of England (BoE) and European Central Bank (ECB) surprised the
markets by keeping policy largely unchanged for now, while the BOJ also disappointed the markets’ stimulus
expectations. So far this year, a total of 34 central banks have eased their monetary policies, while 17 have
tightened. We believe the Fed is more likely to act in 2017, as they may first wait to assess economic data and global
risks into the year-end.



The rand appreciated by 4.1% against the trade-weighted basket of currencies. Based on our estimates of
purchasing power parity, the rand is currently about 11% undervalued. The rand has been among the best
performers this year given its high beta emerging market status and liquidity. The rand is now even more
overbought in the short term in our view, and suggests that tactically we would now prefer outright rand-shorts
against the dollar at current levels, with a risk mitigating stop loss view around R13.60/$. This would indicate a
sustained push below the current R13.85/$ handle.



We remain wary of a high degree of complacency in global risk assets, but are also cognisant of the fact that global
policy makers appear to be on a coordinated push to ensure no financial market dislocations, which could in turn
spill over to the real economy and cause a recurrence of the financial crisis. This overarching interventionist policy
appears to be holding the fort for now. We continue to watch risk flags which may signal a shift back toward EMs on
a longer term scale, as many indicators are currently testing resistance at current levels.
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Key driving factors
Event

Risk factor

Global policy response

The deferral of the Fed hike is the key catalyst in the near term. The extent of global policy coordination and
stimulus measures will determine the longevity of the current market effect. China remains a wild card, and
developments there will need to be watched closely.

SA event risk

Over the longer term, political risk remains a key consideration, especially given the local government
elections in August. The focus of international investors will be on implementation of better policy rather than
platitudes and promises. For now, the EM reprieve has bought SA Inc. some time.

Source: Nedbank
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Economic Overview
Domestic economic trends
Recent local data suggests that the second quarter got off to better start. Mining production improved significantly in April and May, with the
seasonally adjusted figures suggesting a strong rebound in the second quarter off the first quarter’s extremely low base. A similar trend
emerged in manufacturing, with the recovery gaining some traction and production rising above the weak levels achieved in the first quarter.
Electricity production also increased over April and May.
The environment for households remained tough in the second quarter. Although the unemployment rate eased somewhat to 26.6%, this was
mainly due to a smaller labour force while employment dropped by a further 0.8%, with the number of discouraged workers increasing. Added
to this, food inflation persisted at double-digit levels and debt servicing costs remain onerous. Despite this, broad retail sales have surprised on
the upside. Seasonally adjusted retail sales have so far been higher in the second quarter than in the first. By contrast, the slump in vehicle
sales intensified, with total sales down a further 11% over the second quarter.
Considering the low base of the first quarter, GDP now looks set to grow by around 2% q-o-q on a seasonally adjusted annualised basis in
the second quarter. As a result, we have revised our GDP forecasts up slightly, with the economy forecast to be flat in 2016 as a whole,
marginally better than -0.1% predicted last month. A stronger outcome is only possible if economic activity gains further momentum
throughout the third and fourth quarters.
This appears unlikely given the lingering impact of the drought, the lack of traction in global commodity prices, an unstable global
environment, as well as the numerous domestic constraints and uncertainties that remain unresolved. It is for these reasons that the IMF
revised its economic growth forecast for South Africa down to 0.1% for 2016 (from 0.6% previously) and 1.1% for 2017 (from 2% previously).
The Reserve Bank recently adjusted its growth forecast for 2016 to 0% from 0.6% and expects a more modest recovery of 1% in 2017 (down
from an already sluggish 1.3% previously) and 1.5% in 2018 (from 1.7% previously).

Key economic indicators

Global growth trends revised lower may impact relative
economic performance

Source: Stats SA

Source: Thomson Reuters

Global economic trends
July was another tumultuous month in global politics. France and Germany were struck by more terror attacks, although on a much smaller
scale than those in Paris in November 2015, while Turkey was rocked not only by terrorist attacks but also by an attempted coup and later
President Erdogan’s ruthless crackdown on the perceived instigators. Britain’s new prime minister, Theresa May, former home secretary,
confirmed that there would be no attempt to remain inside the European Union (EU), but also that she would not initiate the formal divorce
procedures (Article 50) until she has determined the best negotiating position for Britain.
Despite the turmoil and uncertainty, some calm returned to global markets. Nonetheless, Britain’s exit from the EU has already altered
market expectations on the direction of monetary policy in key advanced economies, and is widely expected to hurt global prospects over the
longer term. The IMF revised its global growth forecast marginally down in July, on account of the probable negative impact of Brexit on
confidence, trade, investment and economic growth in both the UK and the Eurozone. At this stage the IMF is assuming that the uncertainty
created by the UK’s decision to leave the EU will gradually fade, the political fallout from the referendum will be contained and the UK and EU
negotiates a way forward without raising economic barriers or disrupting financial markets too significantly. However, the IMF stressed that
events were still unfolding, making it very difficult to quantify the costs to the world economy. At this stage, the Fund expects the world
economy to grow by a slightly softer 3.1% and 3.4% in 2016 and 2017 respectively, compared with April’s projected growth rates of 3.2%
and 3.5% respectively.
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Most recent statistics out of the UK still reflect on activity prior to the referendum on 23 June, which shows that the economy strengthened in
the second quarter despite volatile equity markets, a depreciating pound and the general slide in business and consumer confidence. GDP
surprised on the upside, growing at a faster pace of 0.6% q-o-q or 2.2% y-o-y, up from 0.4% and 2% respectively in the first quarter. Industrial
production rebounded, posting its biggest gain since 1999, boosted by a surge in mining and manufacturing production. In contrast, growth in
services slowed, while construction activity declined in the second quarter. However, the first economic statistics post-Brexit reflect a
significant loss of momentum. July’s purchasing managers indices (PMIs) for services and manufacturing plunged sharply to below the key 50
threshold that points to recessionary conditions.
The Eurozone’s economy also held up relatively well post-Brexit. Both the manufacturing and services PMIs remained above the key 50
threshold, reflecting only slightly softer conditions in both sectors. The region continues to face significant economic, political and social
challenges. There is still considerable disagreement on how to tackle the refugee crisis. The spate of terrorist attacks in France, Belgium and
Germany has increased uncertainty and fuelled political tensions within and between EU countries, strengthening support for far-right and
euro-sceptic parties in France, the Netherlands, Sweden and Denmark. Brexit has probably added fuel to these fires. It is for this reason that
most EU leaders want to start negotiations on Britain’s exit from the union as soon as possible.
The IMF expects economic conditions in the UK to deteriorate further in the months ahead, revising the country’s growth forecast down to
1.7% for 2016 (from 1.9% previously) and a weak 1.3% in 2017 (from 2.2%). Following a relatively buoyant first quarter, the IMF expects the
Eurozone to post growth of 1.6% in 2016 (slightly better than the previous projection of 1.5%), before slowing to 1.4% in 2017 (down from
1.6%) as the effects of the UK’s departure gradually start impacting.
News out of the US suggests that economic activity picked up some pace in the second quarter after a disappointing first quarter. While
industrial production remained weak, hurt by a strong US dollar, subdued global oil prices and sluggish global demand, the rate of decline at
least moderated over the three months from April to June. The forward-looking PMIs for the manufacturing sector also reflect significant and
consistent improvements in the trading environment over June and July. Although business conditions in the non-manufacturing and services
sectors deteriorated in May, the June PMIs for the respective sectors point to a strong rebound in activity and confidence over the month. At
the same time, consumer spending held up well, with retail sales growing at a rate of 2.7% y-o-y in June, supported by growing consumer
confidence, improved wage growth, limited inflationary pressures and a buoyant housing market. This partly offsets the impact of slower job
creation over the second quarter, with the unemployment rate little changed at 4.9% in June. The IMF revised its forecast for US growth in
2016 slightly down to 2.2% from 2.4%, mainly on account of a weaker-than-expected first quarter, but the Fund still expects the economy to
grow at a faster 2.5% in 2017. Advance US GDP numbers for Q2 2016 show that the economy grew at a quicker pace of 1.2% q-o-q from a
downwardly revised 0.8% (previously 1.1%).
In Japan, economic activity remained patchy and generally subdued. Business confidence held up relatively well in the second quarter,
despite the damage done by a series of earthquakes in early April and softer global demand generally. Although industrial production
contracted in both April and May, the rate of decline moderated noticeably. The manufacturing PMI also reflects improved conditions,
although still weak, with readings below the key 50 threshold. The firmer trend continued in July. Consumer confidence also improved over
the second quarter, although households remained wary of accelerating outlays, as the rate of decline in retail sales deepened over April and
May. Unemployment was steady at a seasonally adjusted 3.2% for the third consecutive month in May, but deflationary pressures intensified
as consumer prices fell by 0.4%, its lowest level since May 2013. The IMF revised its growth forecast for Japan down to 0.3% in 2016 (0.5%
previously), but upped its expectations for 2017 to growth of 0.1% from a decline of 0.1% previously.
The Chinese economy beat market expectations in the second quarter, expanding at the same pace of 6.7% y-o-y recorded in the first
quarter. Stronger credit growth buoyed retail sales and industrial production, but the rate of increase in fixed investment eased slightly over
the second quarter. However, the slide in Chinese exports and imports intensified yet again in June, dampening earlier hopes of turnaround in
global commodity markets, fuelled by May’s better trade figures. Chinese exports fell by 4.8% y-o-y in June, while imports plunged by 8.4% yo-y, the 20th consecutive month of annual decline. So far China has fared better in 2016 than the IMF originally anticipated, which is why the
Fund revised its forecast for 2016 as a whole up to 6.6% from 6.5%, but still expects growth to slow to 6.2% in 2017.
Elsewhere performances among emerging and developing economies varied greatly. There was more evidence that the worst may be over
for Brazil and Russia, as the rates of decline in industrial production and retail sales moderated further and the gradual improvement in
underlying trading conditions in both manufacturing and services continued into July. However, economic conditions in sub-Saharan Africa
deteriorated further over the past three months. Nigeria continued to grapple with the effects of low global oil prices on exports, government
revenues and foreign exchange reserves. Oil production dropped to a historical low in May, following attacks by militants on major oil facilities
in the Niger Delta. The imploding naira has added further strain, pushing inflation up to a 6-year high, eroding households’ purchasing power
and undermining growth in the services industry. The IMF now expects the Nigerian economy to shrink by 1.8% in 2016, followed by only a
moderate recovery of 1.1% in 2017. Given the poor outlook for Nigeria and weak conditions in other oil and commodity exporting African
countries, the IMF revised its growth forecast for sub-Saharan Africa down sharply to only 1.6% for this year (from 3% in April) and 3.3% in
2017 (from the 4% previously).
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Global monetary policy trends
Global monetary policies remain accommodative. At its July policy meeting the US Fed’s FOMC left the target range for its federal funds rate
unchanged at 0.25% to 0.5% for a fifth time. The FOMC was more upbeat about US growth prospects following the recovery in job creation in
June, some improvement in labour absorption rates and continued strong growth in consumer spending. Overall, the Committee felt that the
‘near-term risks to economic outlook have diminished’, which the markets interpreted as a signal of a possible rate hike later this year.
The BoE surprised the markets by leaving its Bank rate unchanged at 0.5% and its bond holdings at £375 billion. While only one member of
the Bank’s policy committee voted in favour of 25bps rate cut in July, most members expected ‘monetary policy to be loosened in August’,
with size and nature of the stimulus to be determined at the next meeting on 4 August. The upcoming stimulus is clearly aimed at countering
the potentially negative consequences of Brexit for the UK economy.
The ECB also left key interest rates unchanged and its bond buying programme at €80 billion per month. The ECB felt that the European
markets weathered the uncertainty created by the outcome of the UK referendum with ‘encouraging resilience’. The ECB once again stressed
its willingness to act if financial and economic conditions deteriorated.
In July most other central banks either left key interest rates unchanged or eased in response to mounting evidence of economic weakness.
Nigeria, Sri Lanka, Mozambique and Egypt bucked the trend, hiking rates to counter the inflationary consequences of currency capitulation.
So far this year, a total of 34 central banks have eased their monetary policies, while 17 have tightened.

South African Balance of payments implications
A trade surplus of R12.5billion was recorded in June from an even larger surplus of R18.4billion in May. The cumulative trade balance for the
first half of the year was a R12.5billion surplus, from a deficit of R22.9billion over the same period last year. Export performance will be
dependent on a recovery in commodity prices, improved competitiveness stemming from a soft currency as well as improved global demand.
On the import side, low commodity prices should continue to keep mineral imports low. Machinery imports should also moderate further as
activity on some of the major infrastructure projects slows. Weak consumer demand should also keep imports in check. Agricultural imports
are likely to remain strong due to the effects of the drought but may start to ease once domestic production picks up.
We still expect the current account deficit to narrow to around 3.6% of GDP in 2016 as a whole, from 4.3% in 2015. This due to smaller trade
and services deficits on firmer exports and lower imports, due to weak consumer spending and shrinking fixed investment, combined with
increased travel receipts from the recovery in inbound tourism.
Investors growing impatience with the slow rate of US interest rate normalisation and the severe political turmoil in other developing
economies such as Turkey, supported capital inflows to South Africa. Foreigners were net buyers of R6.02 billion worth of government bonds
in July, but they remained wary of local equities. A recent significant misstatement of the data pertaining to equity flows into South Africa has
also contributed to a sense of unease around the reliability of the equity foreign flows data, and this will need to be assessed going forward
(for more see Interest Rate insights below).
Global risk perceptions have proved extremely volatile since the US announced its intentions to normalise monetary policy, and cracks started
to appear in China’s armour back in 2012. Brexit adds another unknown to an already uncertain global outlook. We therefore expect capital
inflows to South Africa to remain volatile, highly sensitive to swings in global risk aversion, domestic political developments and the threat
of further downgrades to the country’s sovereign risk ratings.

Our inflation peak is revised lower to 6.8% in Q4 this year

Emerging Market currencies vs US dollar

Source: Nedbank

Source: Thomson Reuters
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Credit demand
Annual growth in money supply (M3) eased further to 5.9%, against the consensus forecast of 7.7% from 6.4% in May. On a monthly basis,
however, it contracted by 0.3% due to a decline in net foreign assets and net claims on the government sector, which offset increases in claims
on the private sector and other assets and liabilities. Growth in private sector credit extension (PSCE) accelerated to 7.3% y-o-y, beating the
market's forecast of 7.0% from 6.6% in May, driven mainly by credit to companies.
Loan growth is forecast to slow further on weak economic growth and low confidence. Companies and households are likely to remain
reluctant to borrow as profits and job security come under pressure. Most financial institutions will probably also tighten lending conditions as
interest rates trend higher, and the risk of bad debts increases.

Credit to corporates ticks higher recently

Food inflation eases from recent peaks

Source: SARB

Source: Statistics SA

Inflation
Consumer inflation drifted higher in June, rising to 6.3% y-o-y after easing to 6.1% in May. This from a recent peak of 7% in February. Rising
food prices were mainly to blame, but higher electricity and water costs added further pressure. Food inflation rose to 11% in June from 10.8%
in May. As a result, non-durable goods inflation rose to 7.2%. Services inflation crept up to 5.8% in June. Durable goods inflation edged up
further to 6.1% from 6% in May, but inflation on semi-durable goods was steady at 4.7%. Core inflation rose marginally to 5.6%, from 5.5% in
May.
We still expect inflation to increase further this year, but the rand’s recent pullback as well as weak domestic demand are likely to result in a
lower peak than originally anticipated. We expect inflation to peak at around 6.8% at the end of the year (compared with our earlier forecast
of a peak of 7.5%). Thereafter inflation is forecast to ease off a higher base, dipping below the Reserve Bank’s upper 6% inflation target
around June next year. Local food prices and a vulnerable rand remain the key risks to near-term inflation outlook.
The Reserve Bank’s inflation forecasts also improved slightly in July. The Bank now expects inflation to peak at a lower 7.1% (from its previous
forecast of 7.3%) in the fourth quarter of this year, averaging 6.6% in 2016 as a whole (from 6.7% previously). Inflation is now forecast to
return to the target band during the third quarter of 2017, and to average 6% over 2017 as a whole (compared with 6.2% previously). Inflation
is then forecast to recede to an average of 5.5% in 2018. The improved outlook mainly reflects the impact of a firmer rand on local fuel prices.
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Interest rate insights
The Reserve Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) decided unanimously to leave its repo rate unchanged at 7% in July, in line with
market expectations. The decision was influenced by the rand’s recent recovery and some improvement in the inflation outlook against the
background of the sharper than expected drop in GDP in the first quarter. The MPC maintains that the risks to the inflation outlook remain to
the upside, but acknowledges that these risks have ‘moderated somewhat’. The Committee rightly points out that the inflation outlook hinges
critically on whether the recovery in the rand can be sustained in the months ahead. Much of the rand’s pullback was driven by a renewed
search for yield among global investors on the assumption that the UK’s departure from the EU would hurt market confidence and undermine
global growth, thereby forcing the major central banks to keep interest rates at historically low levels for longer. The MPC stressed that global
risk appetites could reverse quickly given the current uncertain global environment, and this echoes our own view.

Domestic
Even though there have not been any positive structural changes in the local context, the risk-on support for the local bond and equity
market (and the rand by extension) has supported the 5-year CDS spread. The spread has come off from the post-Nenegate peaks of around
395bps earlier in the year, to the current 254bps. The credit default swap is a swap contract which protects against a sovereign default. The
higher the CDS spread is, the greater is the cost of insurance as the probability of default rises.
Our EM CDS index, which is an equally weighted basket of 10 major EM’s 5-year CDS spreads, has also declined for the year to date, which is
an indication that the global search for yield and the consequent risk-on demand is not just a South African phenomenon. Instead, this is an
emerging market-wide phenomenon that has pushed EM bond yields lower, and has supported the currency and equity markets as well.
We believe that at current levels, the CDS and by extension, the rand and SA assets are not adequately pricing in the socio-economic and
geo-political risks inherent in South Africa (and possibly EMs as a whole). Any change in foreign sentiment may cause a substantial sell-off in
these markets, given the current extended rally. Any pause in demand for SA assets, or possible sell-off, will push the SA CDS spread higher as
well. We would view a CDS spread on SA of around 320bps as more reflective of both the inherent credit as well as socio-political risks
which remain on the agenda. The election this week, as well as the results and discourse which follows, will present some short term event
risk, although the local election does little to change our longer term views on macro-fundamentals and direct policy changes in the near term.

EM and SA CDS spreads are not pricing in the inherent risks that Non-residents have increased their holdings of local bonds over
exist in these markets
the past 6 months

Source Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: National treasury, Nedbank

Graphically we can see the extent of the bond market rally, by looking at the holdings of SAGBs by foreigners. Looking at the R186 benchmark
bond for example (10-year bond), in December 2015, of the R165 billion outstanding, R61.3 billion (37%) was held by local pension funds, and
R63 billion (38%) was held by non-residents (not shown). In June 2016, of the R171 billion outstanding (R186), R57.8 billion (34%) was held
by local pension funds, while R73.4 billion (43%) was held by non-residents. As indicated, we may see a slight pause in the run rate and in the
event of negative developments both locally and globally, a possible reversal remains a key risk given the quantum of inflows.
On the local front, adverse social, economic and political developments are thankfully being counterbalanced by global factors which have
appeared to take precedence. Global central bank action presents significant event risk. Dovishness, expansion of asset purchases, and
interest rate cuts will probably entrench a liquidity induced search for higher yields, which may continue to make its way back into SA bonds
and equities for as long as it persists. As a result, given the uncertain nature of central bank activity, the near term pause and possible sell off
in SA bonds may thereafter make way for a continued rally over the medium term should yield seeking behaviour persist. Over the longer term
and into the end of the year, we remain wary of a credit rating downgrade.
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SA foreign flows before JSE equity data glitch…record setting?

SA foreign flows after JSE equity data glitch… concerning

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

The recent wave of risk-on demand for SA and EM assets has seen substantial flows into our bond market. Bond inflows for June 2016 were
the biggest monthly inflow ever recorded, at R28.6 billion. Although this run rate has waned in July, bond flows are still positive at R6 billion.
In the equity market, the JSE has stated that the foreign inflow data had been overstated since 31 May 2016. The data was overstated by
almost R137 billion, which was only recently corrected (26 July 2016). After the data was corrected, the equity market showed a net outflow of
R37 billion, compared to a R42 billion inflow previously reported. As at 29 July 2016, the data set was again updated, with a net outflow of R78
billion now reported, with no indication of where the correction came from. The graphics above show the substantial divergence in the year to
date performance of foreign flows compared to the old, incorrect data. This was the result of the overstatement of equity flows since May
2016.
The risk-on rally in the local market (specifically bonds) predisposes us to substantial risk should sentiment deteriorate, especially since the
rally is fuelled by ultra-loose monetary policy in the developed world, and developments globally, and not necessarily by improving local
fundamentals.

Global
Market probability of a Fed hike has risen for December and subsequent meetings. More upside economic surprises in the US
economy, but Fed remains cautious

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

The Fed left the Fed funds rate unchanged at 0.25%, signalling still-low inflation even though economic indicators have shown strength
recently. This decision was not unanimous, as in the past meetings. One member voted to raise the interest rate by 25bps. Should economic
indicators continue to improve, and should gains be widespread, the risk of a hike before the end of the year will rise. Although the
assessment of the economy was positive, the Fed remained cautious as a result of recent global developments, as well as the possibility of
economic indicators turning and deteriorating in coming months.
The labour market has shown growth since the last meeting, while household spending increased. Business spending remains tepid. The Fed
has indicated that monetary policy decisions will be data dependent. It seems as if the only things holding the Fed back (from hiking) are very
low inflation levels and downside risks to the inflation outlook, even while downside risks to the economic assessment have dissipated. As a
result, market sentiment remains cautious as well. While the Fed funds futures probability of a Fed hike has risen sharply over the past
month, the probabilities are still below 50% for this year. The Fed is more likely to act in 2017 in our opinion, as they may wait to assess
economic data and global risks into the year-end.
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After the Brexit vote, the swaps market capitulates to expect a Despite the UK and US breakeven-inflation rate rising, Eurozone
rate cut
breakeven inflation rate is firmly negative

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Following the Brexit vote last month, the UK financial market has now capitulated completely. Sterling weakened substantially, and the
swaps market is now expecting monetary stimulus in the form of an interest rate cut or further asset purchases from the BOE. While the
consensus forecast is for the UK to enter a technical recession by year-end, the BOE itself has not quantified the implications of the Brexit as
yet. The IMF has also recently downwardly revised the UK’s GDP growth rate for 2016, along with the global growth forecast as a result of the
Brexit vote. The sterling overnight interest swaps curve (OIS) is now negative over the next 8 years, which reflects the market’s expectations
for interest rate cuts. We anticipate further stimulus measures from the BOE, especially since inflation remains low, and GDP growth risks are
to the downside.
The break-even inflation rate reflects the inflation premium required to hold a nominal bond (nominal bond yield less the inflation-linked bond
yield). While in the US and UK, this premium has been rising on expectations of higher inflation, in the Eurozone the break-even inflation rate
has been negative and on a declining trend for the year to date. This is an indication that the nominal bond yield has been falling, and since
January the yield of the 5-year nominal bond turned negative. This is also an indication that there is no inflation premium needed to hold the
nominal bond, because inflation in the Eurozone is close to zero. While the ECB’s bond buying programme may be distorting the extent of
inflation (or deflation) expectations in the region, it does not detract from a continued view of low (to negative) inflation in the region for the
foreseeable future.

Outlook
There is a building consensus that domestically we may have seen the top of the interest rate cycle, but the SA Reserve Bank is still indicating
that the decisions to hold rates steady at the past two meetings represent a pause in a tightening cycle. We do not expect an early peak in
interest rates. Given the upcoming elections, the brittle global financial conditions and a potential sovereign rating downgrade later this year,
the rand is likely to remain volatile, making monetary policy more cautious than it would otherwise have been given the weak state of the
economy and limited credit growth. Much will depend on the rand as the year progresses. For now, we still believe that one or two hikes of
25bps each in late 2016 or early in 2017 are possible, for a peak in repo of between 7.25% and 7.50%.
The global outlook remains concerning and saddled with uncertainty. While the BOJ, ECB and BOE are contemplating further monetary easing
and possible interest rate cuts, the Fed remains cautious when treading the hawkish rhetoric. Despite firmer economic conditions in the US,
inflation remains well below the Fed’s 2% target, hence our expectation for any rate hike to be pushed out into 2017.
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Currency insights
The rand strengthened further in July, appreciating by 4.1% against the trade-weighted basket of currencies. Much of July’s gains were
driven by the renewed search for yield among global investors, this based on the belief that monetary policy in low-risk countries will remain
near historical lows for longer. The pullback of the past two months takes the trade-weighted rand’s gain for the year to date up to 8.9%.
Based on our estimates of purchasing power parity, the rand is currently about 11% undervalued.
The outlook for the rand remains clouded. We expect renewed weakness later in the year as global risk aversion is bound to resurface given
the many uncertainties in the global landscape, South Africa’s poor growth prospects, the strong probability of further political turmoil and the
persistent threat of further possible downgrades to South Africa’s sovereign risk rating.

Domestic
USDZAR testing previous ceiling from above

GBPZAR head and shoulders depends on sterling

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

The USDZAR has continued on the recent consolidation we indicated in our previous monthly insights publication, and has continued to
surprise on the stronger side. The interim resistance, at around R14.15/$ previously identified, proved quite sticky and held until the BOJ
announcement late last week. This served to weaken the trade weighted dollar, and supported emerging market currencies even further.
The rand has been among the best performers this year, given its high beta emerging market status and liquidity. The USDZAR is
consequently testing the -2 standard deviation level of the 2011-2016 depreciation trend around R13.85/$. This level also correlates with the
previous ceiling level through the 2014 and 2015 tops, and should present relatively strong resistance. A break below R13.85/$ would reopen R13.20/$ as the next downside target, and does not represent our core view.
As indicated last month, the 50-, 100- and 200-day moving averages have all converged around the R15.00/$ mark, and we are watching this
for a sign of a confirmed trend-change in the rand. This correlates with the watershed EM/DM relative ratio we speak about later in this
document (Markets Insights). Should a full trend reversal on emerging markets emerge, we would need to reassess our fundamental bearish
rand view which remains our core standing. As such, we currently expect the rand to fail around current levels, and head higher with interim
support along the -1 standard deviation trend (R14.55/$), the cluster of moving averages around R15.00/$ and the mean of the trend at
R15.25/$. Should the rand falter around current levels, it would establish a base along the previous ceiling which correlates with the longer
term price action on the rand.
The massive price weakness of sterling when matched against the rand’s stellar performance, leads to a spectacular rally in GBPZAR. As
sterling has stabilised, GBPZAR has paused around the horizontal rand resistance in the mid R18.00/£ range. Interestingly, there appears to be
a head and shoulders formation playing out since the break below R20.00/£, which projects a move toward R16.00/£. This is highly dependent
on whether sterling resumes a weakening phase. At present, the rand appears overbought, and as such, we would favour a move back toward
R19.00/£ in the interim as a consolidative phase.
The EURZAR cross seems to be losing steam faster than the USDZAR and GBPZAR, as momentum indicators are not as stretched and appear
to have crossed higher. These are shorter term dynamics premised on a euro which has been more resilient than anticipated. The EURZAR
remains within the 2016 consolidation channel, with channel resistance at R14.45/€ and channel support around R17.10/€. Current price
action remains clustered mid-channel, with an upward bias given the overbought rand. Currently, interim rand support is around the 21-day
exponential moving average of R16.00/€.
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EURZAR momentum turns, looks to head higher in short term

Commodity FX index rally pauses in short term

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

The rand’s strength has been largely driven by a supportive global construct for both emerging markets as well as commodity based
currencies. While the former is related to global risk appetite and central bank stimulus, the latter, still impacted by these factors, is also
impacted by expectations around global demand and growth. Our equally-weighted index of commodity FX across the EM and DM space is a
good proxy for a pure commodity play on FX across different commodity markets.
This index has been strengthening since the start of the year, as commodity prices have commensurately outperformed. More recently, the
index has paused from overbought levels but remains within the bull channel (red) for now. What is interesting is that the recent rally has
seen the index break below the 2013-2016 depreciation trend, and remains another flag for us in terms of identifying a sustained shift in
global drivers. For now, we remain cautious given central bank activities and political risks globally with the current pause also correlating
with our tactical view of a consolidation in the recent rand rally.

Global majors
The dollar index has actually done very little over the last 18 months, as is evidenced in the chart below which illustrates a sideways range
between 92.5 and 100 index points. The break above the falling wedge from earlier this year has favoured a trend toward the upper end of
this horizontal range, but a larger catalyst is needed to initiate the next wave of dollar strength. In the short term, the dollar is correcting from
an overbought level at 97.5 index points (upper end of the May/July channel). A break below 94.5 index points would reopen a test of May’s
lows around 92 index points. Our longer term view remains dollar strength, premised on a Fed hike early 2017.
While we remain longer term euro bears on asynchronous monetary policy (easy in Europe and tighter in the US), the pause by the Fed and
other central banks delivering slightly less than the market has anticipated, has led to a relatively stronger than anticipated euro. We hold a
view of $1.08/€ as an interim support, and thereafter $1.05/€ by the tail end of this year. Beyond that, we believe the euro could still move to
parity. However, this has taken significantly longer to play out than we expected. To the top side, we do not expect $1.1350/€ to break. The
euro is currently moving into overbought territory.

Long term dollar index remains range bound

We remain longer term euro bears

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank
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Sterling has been the product of political risk which is impossible to quantify. It appears to have stabilised around the $1.30/£ to the
downside, and momentum indicators are currently suggesting that a test of $1.35/£-$1.38/£ remains on the cards. This was the previous floor
level (Feb 2016 lows) and will need to be tested to confirm the lower trading range. In the event that Article 50 is actually invoked and the risk
of fallout escalates, coupled with additional stimulus from the BOE, we may see further downside in the longer term. A break below $1.30/£
would open a move toward a $1.20/£-$1.24/£ trading range.
The BOJ failed to deliver on the lofty market expectations of stimulus, and as a result, the yen has failed to establish another weakening
trend. The yen pushed to an intra-month weakest level of around ¥107.50/$, before failing, and is currently heading back for a test of the
¥100/$ mark. The consistent strength in the yen will likely continue to underpin unwinding of the yen carry trade which has been a feature for
the last 2 years. However, thankfully, this is being counterbalanced by an uptick in the euro originated carry trade since around March. Should
the yen break below ¥100, we could see ¥92/$ re-emerge as an interim target level. We remain confounded by the relative reticence of the
Japanese to deliver significantly greater levels of stimulus given their economic backdrop.

Sterling pauses in short term, looks to test $1.35-$1.38

Yen fails to build new bear trend as BOJ disappoints…again

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

The Chinese yuan has been the subject of much discussion given the politicised nature of China’s rise as a global power. However when viewed
in context, for the year to date, the Chinese yuan has only weakened by 2.2%. From its trough in 2014, it has only weakened by 9.6%, which
is around 3.6% annualised. This is by no means an aggressive devaluation, as has been evidenced by other global majors. As such, the Chinese
FX trade war narrative is viewed with a degree of scepticism by us. We do not subscribe to a hard landing scenario on China and expect the
Chinese to continue with the gradual weakening of the Renminbi over time. We also do not see this as a one-way bet, as we believe that the
Chinese are aiming to acclimatise the world to a yuan which can move in both directions. We still maintain a longer term weaker yuan view
but do not see this as a base case. Geo-political risks of a ‘Trump presidency’ which may likely institute trade barriers and a policy response
(likely aggressive yuan weakness) remain tail risks which remain on the agenda.

Yuan drifts weaker, relatively muted in scale for now

Outlook
The outlook for the rand remains clouded. We expect renewed
weakness later in the year as global risk aversion is bound to resurface
given the many uncertainties in the global landscape, South Africa’s
poor growth prospects, the strong probability of further political turmoil
and the persistent threat of further possible downgrades to South
Africa’s sovereign risk rating.
On a technical basis, the wave of money flowing into emerging markets
remains the driving feature. We remain fundamentally bearish on the
rand and maintain a view of the mid to upper R15.00/$ as our year end
view.
The rand is now even more overbought in the short term in our view,
and tactically we would prefer outright rand shorts against the dollar
at current levels, with a risk mitigating stop-loss view around R13.60/$,
which would indicate a sustained push below the current R13.85/$
handle.

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank
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Market insights
Commodities
Gold may underperform platinum over the medium term

Brent crude tests declining channel from above, likely to resume
down-trend

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

The rally in the gold price has paused in the near term. However, the run rate for the year to date is still very positive, at +26.7%. Since 2014,
gold generally outperformed platinum. For 2016, this trend changed, with the gold/platinum ratio consolidating, breaking below the 20142015 trend line and testing this trend line from below (technically a ‘goodbye kiss’). Last month, a sustained break of this trend line was seen
and the ratio has recently broken below the 1.20 pivot level. The current pause in the gold price rally may turn into a correction over the
medium term should the dollar strengthen further (dampening bargain buying), and should risk-off demand wane (limiting safe-haven
demand). We are anticipating a correction in the gold price over the coming months, which will likely result in an underperformance of gold
to platinum.
Brent crude has come off its year to date peak of $52.86/bbl. The downtrend since June was the result of an easing of production outages in
Canada and Nigeria. Weekly US inventory data from the Energy Information Administration (EIA), which has shown 9 consecutive weekly
declines in US crude stockpiles, has caused some volatility in the oil price. However, the downward trajectory remains in play, given the
abundant supply of crude which still exceeds world demand. Although global and US supplies of crude still remains high, they are not rising as
rapidly as had been the case for most of last year and 2016 to date. As a result, this may keep the oil price within a relatively elevated (relative
to 2015) trading range of $35/bbl to $50/bbl in the medium term. In the near term, we are likely to see the price moving within the declining
channel since 2015, as it is currently testing the channel ceiling level from above.
Food prices globally have started to rise, given the uptick in agricultural
prices as a result of poor global weather conditions. This, by extension,
would have impacted protein prices, as a result of higher feed stock
costs. The FAO Food index rose by 6.52% for the year to date (to June),
with an annualised rate of 13.5% y-o-y in June. Locally, we have been
seeing double-digit food inflation, which has been a key driver of higher
headline inflation. The recent rains may prove beneficial for harvests
this season, which may ease food inflation early next year as prices
reflect the same. Currently however, the recent trend in global
agriculture prices remains to the upside, indicating a risk of a return of
global food inflation.

Global food prices tick higher in 2016

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank
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Markets
The S&P 500 has finally managed to push above the long-term horizontal resistance which was defining a large topping pattern in the index.
However, it has done so on low momentum, which raises the prospect of a false break. The curling over, and crossing of momentum
indicators, illustrate that the index may head to test the previous ceiling level from above at around 2,100 index points. If the previous ceiling
is established as a new floor, this would open up a more bullish outlook on the US equity market and would establish an elevated trading
range to 2,275 index points and beyond.
If 2,100 fails to hold, support should still be expected along the pivot line through the 2015 tops and 2016 bottoms, currently at around 1,975
index points. We remain wary of a high degree of complacency in global risk assets, but are also cognisant of the fact that global policy
makers appear to be on a coordinated push to ensure no financial market dislocations, which could in turn spill over to the real economy
and cause a recurrence of the financial crisis. This overarching interventionist policy appears to be holding the fort for now.

S&P breaks above horizontal resistance, momentum weakens

S&P earnings season relatively upbeat

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

We are currently around three quarters of the way through the current S&P reporting season. As such, it is worth looking into the
performance of US corporates thus far. At present, 80% of corporates that have reported have beaten analyst expectations compared to 76%
in the previous season. 58% have beaten on sales, compared to 54% in the last reporting season.
When compared to previous earnings numbers rather than analyst expectations (a better measure of real growth), we can see that 64% beat
on earnings, and 60% beat on sales, compared to 59% and 55% in the last season respectively. This indicates that the earnings data seems to
be correlating with the uptick in headline high frequency macroeconomic data. As such, we are less concerned than those who expect the US
to move into a recession this year or early next, and in fact, data suggests the opposite to us (ie that the US continues to build on their
moderate recovery, which will provide a basis for the Fed to hike by early 2017). As such, if economic momentum is sustained, the US will
remain a relative bright spot in the global economy, counterbalancing the expected coming drag from the Eurozone and UK. As always, the
risk of a politically-driven risk-catalyst remains with elections in the US in November.
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Despite the relatively upbeat performance from the US, developed markets in aggregate have underperformed. This was contra to our view
of a continuation in the emerging market underperformance trend over the longer term. As identified last month, the relative ratio between
DM and EM is testing some key support currently. What is interesting is that a head and shoulders appears to have built up. If the ratio breaks
below the October 2015 lows around 1.93, it could signal a large scale reversal of the relative performance in EMs, and could open a target of
1.75 along the 2013 trend line. Much of the move has been driven by the rally in EM currencies. This trend must be watched closely as it may
well inform a renewed surge in appetite for emerging markets, and while macroeconomic fundamentals do not suggest a reversal of this
magnitude, global sentiment remains the driving force rather than fundamentals at this stage.
In this context, it is easy to see that the JSE Top 40 has clearly outperformed in hard currency terms (+11%) for the year to date, while in local
currency it is large flat (+1%). This continues to indicate that our local equity market’s USD performance is largely reflective of moves in the
currency.
Interestingly, the FTSE exhibits the opposite trend to the JSE. In local terms (£), the FTSE is an outperformer (+7.6%), mostly following the
Brexit, although, this again was largely driven to offset the weakness in sterling. In hard currency, the FTSE is down 3% on a YTD basis. The
clear laggard has been the Eurostoxx which has underperformed in both local (-10%) and hard currency terms (–7.5%).

DM/EM ratio tests support, head and shoulders appear

SA an outperformer in USD as rand strengthens

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Source: Bloomberg, Nedbank

Outlook
The global outlook remains clouded by overarching central bank action, as well as geopolitical risks which are even harder to quantify.
Thankfully, SA has been the net beneficiary of the recent six-month EM rally, although any loss of momentum or reversal of this needs to be
watched extremely closely given the extent of recent moves. We continue to watch risk flags which may signal a shift back toward EMs on a
longer term scale, as many indicators are currently testing resistance at current levels.
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Annexures
Table 1: Nedbank’s SARB MPC checklist
Factor

SARB’s recent interpretation (MPC 21/07/16)

Recent tendency

“The global economic outlook has been influenced by the outcome of
the UK referendum… the longer term real impacts are expected to be
negative for global growth, particularly for the UK and Europe, as
investment decisions are put on hold during the transition
period...The outlook for emerging markets has remained relatively
subdued…The IMF growth forecasts released earlier this week have
revised sub-Saharan African growth downwards.”
“Inflation in the advanced economies remains low and still generally
below target. The Brexit vote has also modified expectations
regarding monetary policy in these economies. Although the Bank of
England kept policy rates on hold at its most recent meeting,
expectations are for a reduction in the policy rate in the near future,
with the prospect of a resumption of quantitative easing. Markets
are now expecting the US policy rate to remain unchanged for some
time. At the same time, the highly accommodative monetary policy
stances of the ECB and Bank of Japan are expected to persist...”
“…the price of Brent crude oil has mostly traded within a band of
US$45 and US$50 since the previous meeting of the MPC. The Bank’s
model assumes a very moderate upward trend in oil prices over the
forecast period, but there may be a degree of downside risk in the
short term, with some upside risk in the outer period as global
demand recovers.”
“There are as yet no clear signs of a recovery in the agricultural
sector, and food price inflation is expected to remain elevated for
some time…There are some encouraging signs of moderation in
some food categories at both the producer and consumer price
levels, and futures prices of grains have declined markedly.”

Global growth remains uneven, with developed economies performing
better than emerging economies.

International economy
Growth

Inflation
rates

and

interest

Oil

Food

Inflation in advanced economies remains subdued, while that of
emerging economies shows signs of upward pressure due to currency
weakness.

Oil prices are moving sideways to marginally softer in recent
weeks.

Global food prices remain subdued. However, there is some
upward pressure on local food prices, but this is not as brisk as
was previously forecasted.

Domestic economy
Balance of Payments

“There was a sharp increase in non-resident inflows to the domestic The country remains extremely vulnerable to capital outflows in the
bond and equity markets in June and July.”
current global and domestic environment, but has in recent weeks
experienced significant inflows as a result of the UK referendum
results.

Exchange rate (rand)

“The recent volatility experienced by the rand exchange rate has The rand has remained volatile, but has recently strengthened,
been driven mainly by external factors and changes in global risk supported by the global search for yield.
perceptions. Although the rand depreciated sharply in the immediate
aftermath of the [UK] referendum, it has reversed these losses, and
more so against the British pound.”

Labour markets
labour costs)

“Average wage growth has remained relatively stable, but there High wage demands continue to pose a threat to inflation and
are risks of increases in excess of inflation and productivity growth.
gains.”

(unit

Administered prices

“The downward revisions [in inflation] are due in part to lower Eskom applied for an 16,6% tariff increase in 2016, Nersa granted
administered price inflation (mainly petrol), despite a small only 9,4%.
upward adjustment in the international oil price assumption.”

Domestic demand and
supply

“The domestic economic growth outlook remains extremely Nedbank expects GDP to decline by 0,1% this year, from 1,3%
challenging, following the contraction in GDP in the first quarter growth in 2015.
of this year. Although this is anticipated to have been the low
point of the cycle, the recovery is expected to be weak. The
Bank’s latest forecast is for zero per cent growth in 2016,
compared with 0,6 per cent previously. Growth rates of 1,1 per
cent and 1,5 per cent are forecast for the next two years, down
from 1,3 per cent and 1,7 per cent previously.”
“Credit extension to households also remains weak, with Credit growth remains subdued.
negative real rates of growth.”
The 2016 budget delivers a quicker reduction in the deficit through
a mixture of higher revenue and tighter expenditure controls. The
consolidated budget deficit is expected to decline to 3,2% from
3,9% of gross domestic product in 2016/17, with 2015/16’s
outcome in line with the February 2015 budget but marginally
higher than 3,8% forecast at the time of the Medium Term Budget
Policy Statement (MTBPS) in October 2015. The deficit is then
forecast to fall to 2,4% by 2018/19, significantly lower than the
3,0% projected in the MTBPS.
“The latest inflation forecast of the Bank shows a marginal While inflation has slowed to 6,3%, 6,2% and 6,1% in March, April
improvement compared with the previous forecast. and May respectively from the 7% recorded in February, the
Nevertheless, inflation is still expected to accelerate further this slowdown is temporary and inflation is set to increase and come in
at around 6,8% in December. Already inflation for June increased
year and is only expected to return to within the target range of
to 6,3%.
3-6 per cent during the third quarter of 2017.”

Monetary conditions
Fiscal policy

Indicators of inflationary
expectations

Source: Nedbank Economic Unit, SARB
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Table 2: Influences on the rand
Factors

Effect

Recent
trends and developments

Likely longer-term developments

External or international
US dollar

Weak dollar normally implies firmer trade- The dollar has gained ground against the The dollar should strengthen in the wake of
weighted rand.
euro as a result of market jitters after the the Brexit vote.
UK voted to leave the EU.

Commodity prices

Strong commodity prices are rand
supportive.

Commodity prices have remained
subdued, but recently oil and precious
metal prices have moved off their lows.

In the long term, current supply gluts are
likely to dissipate. However, a resumption
of the commodity supercycle looks unlikely
in the foreseeable future.

Interest rates

Higher = positive, but depends on
circumstances.

The US Fed started interest rate
normalisation on 16 December 2015, but
has since not raised rates any further and
their latest meeting in June pointed to
signs of possible monetary policy
tightening only later in the year or even
only in 2017.

The pace of US interest rate hikes will be
slower than markets were originally
anticipating given softer global trends and
uncertainty after the Brexit vote.

Emerging market perceptions

Positive = good for rand.

There are signs of weakness in key
emerging market economies, especially
China.

The global economy is still under pressure
and will probably periodically disappoint,
with emerging markets hurt by negative
perceptions emanating from the
commodities slump and a weaker China.
China remains key, with continued
concerns over growth prospects.

Growth perceptions

Rand strength if perceptions of relative
growth are positive

Nedbank GEU expects GDP to decline by Poor policy decisions are likely to continue
0,1% this year, from 1,3% growth in 2015. to weigh on domestic growth.

Current account

Large unsustainable deficit would be rand The current account deficit widened to 5,0% of Will remain wide as imports remain high;
GDP in the first quarter, higher than the
negative.
sustainability depends on consumer/
market consensus of 4,3% and our forecast of investment mix, commodity price cycle,
3,9 %. The fourth quarter deficit was revised to policy and external perceptions.

Policy and policy perceptions

Rand positive, if promotes financial stability The 2016 budget delivers a quicker reduction
in the deficit through a mixture of higher
and economic growth.
revenue and tighter expenditure controls. The
consolidated budget deficit is expected to
decline to 3,2% from 3,9% of gross domestic
product in 2016/17, with 2015/16’s outcome
in line with the February 2015 budget but
marginally higher than 3,8% forecast at the
time of the Medium Term Budget Policy
Statement (MTBPS) in October 2015. The
deficit is then forecast to fall to 2,4% by
2018/19, significantly lower than the 3,0%
projected in the MTBPS. It is unclear whether
the current political turmoil will lead to better
or worse perceptions once the dust has
settled.

Fiscal policy is mostly on track but under
threat from grandiose projects. Other
policies will continue to send mixed and
confusing messages to investors.

Exchange controls

Relaxing potentially negative for rand in
Some relaxation for individuals was
short term, positive in long term as foreign announced in the 2015 National Budget,
investment picks up.
nothing was announced in the 2016
Budget. Institutional investors will have to
bring back capital in the short term as they
have exceeded regulatory limits due to the
weaker rand.

Exchange control relaxation has in the past
been used as a tool to take upward
pressure off the rand but this is no longer
necessary. Gradual move to prudential
limits will continue.

Abnormal flows

Inflows/ outflows related to FDI
transactions

Have experienced significant inflows in
recent weeks as a result of the UK
referendum results

Uncertain. Inflows should pick up more if
political and policy environment becomes
clearer and the global climate settles, but
these are still elusive.

Rand under- or overvalued?

If overvalued then will depreciate in long
term and vice versa.

Undervalued on a purchasing power parity Some reversion to longer-term PPP
basis.
possible, but unlikely while US interest
rates trend higher, emerging markets
remain under pressure and the domestic
environment remains unfavourable.

Predominantly domestic

4,6% of GDP from 5,1%.

Source: Nedbank Economic Unit
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Economic data releases and MPC meeting dates
Economic data releases
Date

Time

Indicator

01-Aug

11:00

01-Aug

Period

Previous

Barclays Manufacturing PMI

Jul

53.7

Naamsa Vehicle Sales YoY

Jul

-10.60%

02-Aug

09:15

Standard Bank South Africa PMI

Jul

49.6

04-Aug

13:00

Electricity Consumption YoY

Jun

-0.80%

04-Aug

13:00

Electricity Production YoY

Jun

1.00%

05-Aug

08:00

Gross Reserves

Jul

$46.37b

05-Aug

08:00

Net Reserves

Jul

$40.83b

08-Aug

11:30

SACCI Business Confidence

Jul

95.1

11-Aug

11:30

Mining Production MoM

Jun

2.50%

11-Aug

11:30

Gold Production YoY

Jun

1.20%

11-Aug

11:30

Platinum Production YoY

Jun

23.10%

11-Aug

11:30

Mining Production YoY

Jun

-4.40%

11-Aug

13:00

Manufacturing Prod SA MoM

Jun

1.60%

11-Aug

13:00

Manufacturing Prod NSA YoY

Jun

4.00%

17-Aug

13:00

Retail Sales Constant YoY

Jun

4.50%

17-Aug

13:00

Retail Sales MoM

Jun

3.40%

23-Aug

09:00

Leading Indicator

Jun

90.8

24-Aug

10:00

CPI YoY

Jul

6.30%

24-Aug

10:00

CPI Core MoM

Jul

0.40%

24-Aug

10:00

CPI Core YoY

Jul

5.60%

24-Aug

10:00

CPI MoM

Jul

0.60%

25-Aug

11:30

PPI MoM

Jul

0.60%

25-Aug

11:30

PPI YoY

Jul

6.80%

30-Aug

08:00

Money Supply M3 YoY

Jul

5.88%

30-Aug

08:00

Private Sector Credit YoY

Jul

7.30%

30-Aug

14:00

South Africa Budget

Jul

23.87b

31-Aug

14:00

Trade Balance Rand

Jul

12.5b

Source: Bloomberg

SARB MPC meeting dates - 2016
20 - 22 September 2016
22 - 24 November 2016
SARB Governor Kganyago typically addresses the market on the third day of the MPC meeting from 15:00 to announce the repo rate decision, which was kept at
7.00% (previously 6.75%) following the July 2016 MPC meeting.
Source: SARB
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Nedbank Group Economic Unit Facts and forecasts
Facts and forecasts (annual) of key economic variables
Calendar year

2016F

2017F

2018F

2019F

2020F

GDP growth %

0.0

0.9

1.5

2.0

2.8

Current account as a % of GDP

-3.6

-3.9

-3.6

-3.4

-3.1

Dollar

1 252.5

1 277.0

1 289.8

1 302.7

1 315.7

Rand

19140

20279

21226

22296

23420

USDZAR

15.28

15.88

16.46

17.12

17.80

EURUSD

1.10

1.07

1.04

1.02

1.02

USDJPY

109.2

107.2

107.4

107.4

107.4

GBPUSD

1.38

1.32

1.29

1.26

1.26

EURZAR

16.88

16.92

17.16

17.48

18.09

ZARJPY

7.1

6.8

6.5

6.3

6.0

GBPZAR

21.08

20.95

21.25

21.65

22.40

Three-month JIBAR

7.48

6.43

6.15

6.98

7.43

Prime

10.75

10.00

9.50

10.25

10.75

Long bond

9.45

8.96

8.58

7.95

7.97

6.5

6.0

5.6

6.0

5.6

Gold price (average per ounce)

Exchange rates (average)

Interest rates % (end of period)

Inflation % (CPI, average)
CPI
Source: Nedbank Group Economic Unit

While every care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information and views contained in this document, no responsibility can be
assumed for any action based on this information. Kindly refer to the disclaimer at the back of this report for further information.
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Facts and forecasts (quarterly) of key economic variables
2016

2017

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Three-month Jibar

7.23

7.36

7.23

7.48

7.58

7.33

6.73

6.43

Prime

10.50

10.50

10.50

10.75

11.00

11.00

10.50

10.00

Long bond (10-yr)

9.03

8.78

8.90

9.45

9.60

9.47

9.22

8.96

6.3

6.3

6.7

6.8

6.5

5.8

5.9

5.9

Exchange rates (end of period)
USDZAR

14.91

14.96

15.11

15.87

15.84

15.87

15.79

16.10

EURUSD

1.133

1.110

1.099

1.088

1.077

1.066

1.056

1.051

USDJPY

112.4

102.6

105.6

106.2

106.7

106.7

107.8

108.3

GBPUSD

1.43

1.34

1.33

1.32

1.31

1.31

1.33

1.321

EURZAR

16.89

16.60

16.60

17.26

17.06

16.92

16.67

16.92

ZARJPY

7.54

6.85

6.99

6.69

6.74

6.72

6.83

6.73

GBPZAR

21.39

20.06

20.06

20.96

20.82

20.86

20.96

21.28

Dollar

1230

1316

1310

1297

1271

1264

1290

1277

Rand

18333

19696

19793

20575

20123

20063

20362

20561

Interest rates % (end of period)

Inflation % (end of period)
CPI (new)

Gold price (average per ounce)

Source: Nedbank Group Economic Unit

While every care is taken to ensure the accuracy of the information and views contained in this document, no responsibility can be
assumed for any action based on this information. Kindly refer to the disclaimer at the back of this report for further information.
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Disclaimer
The information furnished in this report, brochure, document, material, or communication (“the Commentary”), has been prepared by Nedbank Limited (acting
through its Nedbank Corporate and Investment Banking division), a registered bank in the Republic of South Africa, with registration number: 1951/000009/06
and having its registered office at 135 Rivonia Road, Sandton, Johannesburg (“Nedbank”). The information contained herein may include facts relating to current
events or prevailing market conditions as at the date of this Commentary, which conditions may change and Nedbank shall be under no obligation to notify the
recipient thereof or modify or amend this Commentary. The information included herein has been obtained from various sources believed by Nedbank to be
reliable and expressed in good faith, however, Nedbank does not guarantee the accuracy and/or completeness thereof and accepts no liability in relation
thereto.
Nedbank does not expressly, or by implication represent, recommend or propose that any securities and/or financial or investment products or services referred
to in this Commentary are appropriate and or/or suitable for the recipient’s particular investment objectives or financial situation. This Commentary should not
be construed as “advice” as contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 37 of 2002 in relation to the specified products. The recipient
must obtain its own advice prior to making any decision or taking any action whatsoever.
This Commentary is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy any of the products mentioned herein. Any offer to purchase or sell would be
subject to Nedbank’s internal approvals and agreement between the recipient and Nedbank. Any prices or levels contained herein are preliminary and indicative
only and do not represent bids or offers and may not be considered to be binding on Nedbank. All risks associated with any products mentioned herein may not
be disclosed to any third party and the recipient is obliged to ascertain all such risks prior to investing or transacting in the product or services. Products may
involve a high degree of risk including but not limited to a low or no investment return, capital loss, counterparty risk, or issuer default, adverse or unanticipated
financial markets fluctuations, inflation and currency exchange. As a result of these risks, the value of the product may fluctuate. Nedbank cannot predict actual
results, performance or actual returns and no guarantee, assurance or warranties are given in this regard. Any information relating to past financial performance
is not an indication of future performance.
Nedbank does not warrant or guarantee merchantability, non-infringement or third party rights or fitness for a particular purpose. Nedbank, its affiliates and
individuals associated with them may have positions or may deal in securities or financial products or investments identical or similar to the products.
This Commentary is available to persons in the Republic of South Africa, financial services providers as defined in the FAIS Act, as well as to other investment
and financial professionals who have experience in financial and investment matters.
All rights reserved. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this material is prohibited. This material may not be reproduced without the prior written consent of
Nedbank, and should the information be so distributed and/or used by any recipients and/or unauthorized third party, Nedbank disclaims any liability for any
loss of whatsoever nature that may be suffered by any party by relying on the information contained in this Commentary.
Certain information and views contained in this Commentary are proprietary to Nedbank and are protected under the Berne Convention and in terms of the
Copyright Act 98 of 1978 as amended. Any unlawful or attempted illegal copyright or use of this information or views may result in criminal or civil legal liability.
All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this Commentary are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of Nedbank or its
affiliates.
Nedbank Limited is a licensed Financial Services Provider and a Registered Credit Provider (FSP License Number 9363 and National Credit Provider License
Number NCRCP 16).
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